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Asking the questionAsking the question



 Call ahead to find a time to talk

 Ask them to identify a safe, private space (could be out of house)

 A short, clear consent discussion will introduce participants to the fact that part of 
the survey will talk about their relationship. 

This should not have the term “violence” but will instead talk about good and bad 
parts of a relationship, particularly in stressful times such as the Covid-19 crisis. 

 Ask about whose phone is being used. They will ask if it is a shared phone, if others 
look at it, and whether the researcher could text with further information 
afterward. 
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Set the stage 



 Before starting the IPV section, participants 
should be verbally “re-consented” to continue 
with that section. Researchers can explain: 
 “I want to make sure it is a safe and comfortable time to speak 

about your household is coping. Would you like me to ask you 
questions about your relationship now, at a later time, or skip 
altogether?”

 Assume the partner is sitting next to her. All 
questions need to be asked in a way that is 
content – neutral.

Yes / No / Next question please
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Active (re)consent



I’m going to ask you some questions about your relationship. Since 
Covid-19 started (in ______ [place local date here]):

1 has your partner slapped you or hit you with a fist or something 
else? Y/N

2 did you ever agree to have sex when you did not want to because 
you were afraid your partner might harm you if you refused? Y/N

3 In the 12 months before Covid-19 did those things ever happen to 
you? Y/N/does not apply (no partner then)
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Keep it short

Chirwa, E., Gibbs, A., Hatcher, A.M. (in draft) Sensitivity and specificity of 2-item measure of intimate partner violence: Item-
response theory from 7 global datasets.



 Family member takes the phone. Give prepared scripts to researchers to safely 
explain the survey to anyone who takes the phone from the respondent or otherwise 
contacts the researchers.

 Respondent is faking who they are. Ask an identifying question that would not 
known by another person (e.g. “To make sure I’m speaking to the correct person, please 
tell me what is your sister’s phone number?”).

 Team is making up data. If doing data collection remotely (team working from 
home), find ways to ensure work is true, accurate:
 Audio record a selection of calls?

 Data checks for consistency
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Plan for the worst

Innovations for Poverty Action (2020) 



Responding to violence disclosuresResponding to violence disclosures



Warm Referrals

 Introduce referrals as a way to get extra support during challenges Covid times

 Offer several ways to provide referral information :
 “Would you like me to tell you now, SMS it to you later, email to you or your friend, or 

skip?”

 Participant should never be encouraged to say anything aloud explicitly 
referencing violence. If they start to tell you more about it, say :
 “Before you explain more, I want to tell you it may not be safe to share your story with 

me right now. Instead, may I tell you the name of someone who can support you 
further?”
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 Prior to being included on the 
referral list, all agencies will be 
sensitized to the intervention 

 Have capacity :
 Can take on additional clients

 Will answer the phone

 Operating during lockdowns

 Assess every few months to 
ensure that referrals are still 
active throughout the course of 
the study
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Building your referral list



Building 
referral list







Training and supporting your teamTraining and supporting your team



Craft the right teamCraft the right team

 Add a violence expert to your study*
 At time of hiring field staff: 

 Alert team to potential emotional risks involved in 
conducting this research. 

 Ask how they use coping strategies to deal with emotional 
topics during research 

 Assess their resilience to work-related stress.

 If collecting data remotely (team works from home) 
rather hire people you already know to avoid risks of 
making up data
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* Email me for ideas around experts: abbeymae@email.unc.edu



Training ingredientsTraining ingredients

 General ethical research 
 risk-benefits of research

 informed consent (in theory and in 
practice)

 techniques for ensuring for participants’ 
autonomy and rights

 brainstorming appropriate responses to 
potential challenging scenarios around 
confidentiality

 Specialized training around IPV for all staff 
(enumerators and supervisors)
 Understanding IPV

 Gender norms participatory activities

 Covid-19 special ethics

 Ensuring participant safety 

 Managing distress during interview

 Role plays of complex scenarios (partner 
picks up phone, woman breaks down 
crying during interview)

 Referral networks

 Self-care & vicarious trauma
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tinyurl.com/y2bw8ur2

OR

Google ”Research 
Gate Abigail Hatcher”



Supervision is a mustSupervision is a must

 One-on-one phone calls to researchers by supervisors will 
offer a basic debriefing on a daily / weekly basis. 

 Supervisors should be available by Whatsapp or phone in 
case researchers want to check-in after a challenging 
questionnaire. 
 Provide extra data / airtime to researcher cell phones. 
 Encourage team to support one another by phone

 Supervisors should themselves have access to supervision 
around IPV questions in the form of an external counselor to 
meet by phone on a monthly basis.
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Monitoring as you goMonitoring as you go



 Any incidents in which a respondent’s 
safety – or that of their immediate family – is 
put at direct risk as a result of the research. 

 Any incidents in which a fieldworker’s 
safety is put at direct risk as a result of the 
research. 

 Any incident in which the confidentiality of 
respondents is jeopardized. 

 EXAMPLE: woman is told by her partner she 
can’t stay at home because she spoke to 
people about their problems

 EXAMPLE: a violent partner phones 
researcher back and makes threats

 EXAMPLE: participant list is accidentally left 
on the seat of a taxi
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Adverse reporting: look for “social harms”Adverse reporting: look for “social harms”



Namy, S. and Dartnall E. (2020). Knowledge Exchange: Pivoting to remote research on violence against women during 
COVID-19. The Sexual Violence Research Initiative (SVRI), Pretoria: South Africa.



If you need more resources to do the research well, 

ASK FOR THEM

If you need more resources to do the research well, 

ASK FOR THEM



Sincere thanks to the many survivours, 
activists, practitioners, and researchers 

who are keeping violence visible.

Please contact me:

Abigail Hatcher

abbeymae@email.unc.edu


